Basic Structure (Lesson 1 to Lesson 5)

noun

Topic / Subject

wa noun

desu.

dewa arimasen.

---

i-adjective

i

desu.

nai desu.

---

i-adjective

i

desu.

noun

nai desu.

---

na-adjective

dewa arimasen.

dou

---

i-adjective

na

dewa arimasen.

nai desu.

dou

---

noun

nai desu.

dewa arimasen.

---

noun

Part of Topic / Subject

nani / dare, etc.

ga adjective

✔ suki

kirai

jouzu

heta

hoshii


### Basic Structure

| Topic / Subject | noun | time expression without number | noun | time expression with number | noun | starting point (time, place) | noun | ending point (time, place) | noun | accompaniesment | noun | place (the action takes place) | noun | means (transport, tool, instrument, language) | noun | place (direction) | noun | recipient (person / place) | noun | source (person) | noun | source (place) | noun | direct-object | noun |
|----------------|------|---------------------------------|------|-----------------------------|------|----------------------------|------|----------------------------|------|------------------------|------|-----------------------------|------|-----------------------------|------|----------------------|------|----------------|------|----------------|------|
|                |      | wa                              |      | time expression without number |      | istu                       |      | time expression with number |      | nan-ji / nan-nichi, etc. |      | kara                      |      | starting point (time, place) |      | nan-ji / doko, etc. |      | ending point (time, place) |      | nan-ji / doko, etc. |      | accompanying |      | place (the action takes place) |      | doko |      | means (transport, tool, instrument, language) |      | nan |      | place (direction) |      | doko |      | recipient (person / place) |      | dare / doko |      | source (person) |      | dare |      | source (place) |      | doko |      | direct-object |      | nani |      | action |      | . |

#### Action Verbs

- ... masu.
- ... masen.
- ... mashita.
- ... masen deshita.
- ikimasu.
- kimasu.
- kaerimasu.
- agemasu.
- kashimasu.
- moraimasu.
- karimasu.
- etc.
The sentence 1 is used when you simply tell the fact that there is something / someone here / there or to mean "I found (discovered) that something / someone is here / there.

When you take up something / someone in the sentence 1 as the topic / subject of the sentence, you should use the sentence 2.